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Abstract 
Pilot air-combat behavior assessment is a hot research topic. In this paper, we propose a pilot dogfight behavior 
assessment method based on “air-combat average time” + “air-combat credibility” + “dominant situation”. The 
features of this method lie in: (1) the reasoning from “maneuver” to “maneuver”, viz., according to the maneuvers 
conducted in the current or the most recent period, derive the next maneuver; (2) multi-thread simulation, viz., each 
pilot is simulated by a thread, and each thread can conduct flight decision, flight dynamics solution and tactical 
maneuver, independently; (3) reasonable air-combat credibility computation, viz., in computing the air-combat 
credibility, we consider the times of “dominant situation” and the times of “equal situation” of each part. The 
experimental results show that this pilot air-combat behavior assessment method is novel and practical.  
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1. Introduction  
In the research of Computer Generated Forces [1], pilot air-combat dogfight behavior assessment has 
very important significance. It can increase the authenticity of Computer Generated Forces, and provide 
the basis for air-combat decision-making. Pilot air-combat dogfight behavior assessment is built on the 
basis of certain assumptions, and needs to preset the assessment index. The construction of assessment 
method is based on the behavioral patterns of pilot. There are three common pilot behavioral patterns, viz., 
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“Time_Owner_Actions” pattern, “Owner_Actions” pattern and “ActionStreams” pattern [2]. These three 
patterns denote “Time-Pilot-Tactical maneuver” structural pattern, “Pilot-Tactical maneuver” structural 
pattern and “Air-combat maneuver data streams” structural pattern, respectively.  
The behavior assessment of pilot air-combat dogfight also involves the air-combat average time, 
dominant situation and air-combat credibility. Where, “air-combat average time” is the average time 
consumed for the two sides conducting one air-combat; “dominant situation” means the situation 
conducive to one party while threat to the other party; “air-combat credibility” means one air-combat 
assessment system shows the convincing air-combat effects according to the independent and identically-
distributed principle, viz., the warring parties show an equal dominant situation.  
The related studies are divided into two categories: (1) pilot dogfight study, e.g., Luo et al. investigated 
the pilot dogfight system based on the dynamic updating threat situation [3]; Sun et al. proposed the short-
range dogfight framework of the multi-fighter cooperative air-combat [4]; (2) pilot behavioral modeling, 
e.g., the mining model of pilot air-combat behavior [5]; the simulation method of pilot behavior [6]. The 
specific technical details are as follows: With regard to the pilot dogfight study, Luo et al. adopted the 
“influence diagram method” to define the dogfight process of air-combat pilots, and built the decision-
making model of air-combat pilots [3]. Sun et al. introduced the “multi-stage influence diagram” and 
“game theory” into the short-range dogfight decision of pilots, and built the consecutive maneuver 
decision-making model based on “decisions of the both sides”, “dynamics particle model” and “pilot’s 
preference” [4]. As to the pilot behavioral modeling, Smith et al. introduced the common techniques and 
methods of pilot behavioral modeling [6]. Yin et al. proposed three behavioral patterns of pilot dogfight 
[5].  
In this paper, based on the above studies, we propose a pilot air-combat dogfight behavior assessment 
method based on “air-combat average time” + “air-combat credibility” + “dominant situation”.  
2. Pilot Air-combat Behavior Assessment 
Pilot air-combat behavior assessment is based on three behavioral patterns of pilot dogfight. By 
counting the air-combat time, the dominant situation and the air-combat credibility of the three behavioral 
patterns, we evaluate the pilot dogfight behavior. 
2.1. Three behavioral patterns of pilot dogfight 
In air-combat, the pilot has three behavioral patterns, viz., “Time_Owner_Actions” pattern, 
“Owner_Actions” pattern and “ActionStreams” pattern. Where,  
“Time_Owner_Actions” pattern denotes “Time – Pilot identification – Dogfight behavior” pattern, 
which means certain pilot conducts certain dogfight behavior at certain time. The structure of 
“Time_Owner_Actions” pattern is as follows:  
struct Time_Owner_Actions { 
 Time theTime;  //time 
 int  OwnID;  //pilot identification  
 int  ActID;  //dogfight behavior  
} 
Where, “theTime” denotes the time of dogfight behavior conducted by pilot; “OwnID” denotes the 
identification or code of pilot; “ActID” denotes the code of dogfight behavior conducted by pilot.  
“Owner_Actions” pattern denotes “Pilot identification – Dogfight behavior” pattern, whose meaning is 
certain pilot conduct certain dogfight behavior. The structure of “Owner_Action” pattern is as follows:  
struct Owner_Actions{ 
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 int OwnID;  //pilot identification  
 int ActID;  //dogfight behavior  
} 
“ActionStreams” pattern denotes “Dogfight behavior” pattern, whose meaning is the dogfight 
behaviors conducted by a class of pilots in a period of time. The structure of “ActionStreams” pattern is as 
follows:  
typedef ActionStreams int;  
Where, “ActionStreams” is regarded as integer type to deal with.  
2.2. Assessment method 
The assessment method of pilot dogfight behavior is based on the following three definitions, which 
are “air-combat average time”, “dominant situation” and “air-combat credibility”. The detailed method 
steps are: firstly conduct a certain number of air-combat; and then count the average time and the situation 
information of these air-combats; to be followed up, compute the air-combat credibility; finally conduct 
the comprehensive comparison and analysis. Where, the calculation formula of the assessment of air-
combat credibility is as follows:  
C = w1 * |1- (|3x – n|)/n| + w2 * |1 – (|3y – n|)/n| + w3 * |1 – (|3z – n|)/n|   (1) 
In formula (1), x, y and z denote the times of the dominant situation and equal situation of the two sides, 
respectively; w1, w2 and w3 are the weighting coefficients, and meet w1 + w2 + w3 = 1.  
Obviously, the greater the “C” is, and the more credible the air-combat result is.  
Where, the following definitions are also involved in:  
Definition 1 (Air-combat average time). Air-combat average time means the quotient of the general 
time of the continuous n air-combat conducted by the dogfight program and the times of the air-combats n, 
viz., 
T = ∑ni=1ti          (2)
Where, ti is the runtime of ith air-combat. Obviously, the more the times of air-combats are, and the 
more accurate the average time of air-combat is, while the more the experimental time spent is.  
Definition 2 (Dominant situation). Dominant situation means the warring party is in the situation 
conducive to his own while threat to the other party. For example, one party is always in the back of the 
other party. Usually, “Dominant situation” is quantitatively characterized by “entering angle” and 
“situation angle”.  
The angle of speed directions of the two airplanes forms the “entering angle” - αentering angle; the angle of 
spatial positions of the two airplanes forms the “situation angle” - αsituation angle. Where, the physical 
meaning of the “entering angle” is “the angle of speed vectors of the two airplanes”; and the physical 
meaning of the “situation angle” is “the position where our airplane locates”. In other worlds, “entering 
angle” is related to the speed and “situation angle” is related to the position.  
Definition 3 (Air-combat credibility). Air-combat credibility means that the warring parties show the 
equal situation when meeting the following conditions:  
(1) Air-combat initial situation is randomly generated and meets the Gaussian distribution;  
(2) Each pilot is handled by an independent thread;  
(3) The decision based on rules is used in the process of the air-combat;  
(4) A certain amount of air-combats should be conducted.  
The formula of air-combat credibility assessment is shown in formula (1).  
2.3. Assessment steps  
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(1) Firstly, according to the independent and identically-distributed principle, we simulate the pilots 
who participate the dogfight by different threads. 
(2) Define a class – Irulebase, which derives from the interface, Idispatch.  
(3) Add a member method, assoQuery, in Irulebase, whose prototype is declared as:  
HRESULT assoQuery([in] LONG anteRule1, LONG anteRule2, [out, retval] LONG* conseRule)  
Where, HRESULT is the unified Return-type used by all kinds of methods. The first parameter of 
assoQuery method, anteRule1, is long-type (LONG), [in] denotes that it is an input parameter; the second 
parameter, anteRule2, is also a long-type (LONG), and it is an input parameter and also an output 
parameter; the third parameter, conseRule, is a long-type pointer (LONG *), [out, retval] denotes that it is 
output parameter and as the return value. The physical meanings of anteRule1, anteRule2 and conseRule 
are “the first item of the rule antecedent”, “the second item of the rule antecedent” and “the rule 
consequent”.  
(4) Take the rule obtained by data mining method [2] as the instance of assoQuery.  
(5) Start the air-combat dogfight program, and make all threads autonomously run.  
(6) In the process of air-combat, conduct the match of rules, viz., according to the taken-values of 
anteRule1 and anteRule2 to match the consequent, conseRule, which meets the required conditions.  
(7) In each process of air-combat, count the times of “dominant situation” where the Red and Blue 
sides locate. We adopt the multi-threading technique, and use the “Friend function” method [5] to obtain 
the times of “dominant situation” where the Red and Blue sides locate.  
(8) Record the runtime of the air-combat.  
(9) Repeat the above steps, and conduct several air-combat experiments and record the runtime and the 
“dominant situation” information of each air-combat experiment.  
(10) According to the formula (2), compute the average air-combat runtime.  
(11) According to the Def. 2, count the general cases of “dominant situation” of all air-combats.  
(12) According to the formula (1) and (3), compute the air-combat credibility.  
(13) Conduct assessment. 
3. Experiments
Experimental platform – “pilot dogfight behavior assessment” is a solving system based on the 6 
Degrees Of Freedom (6-DOF) kinematics models. This system includes the models of computing the 
mass, inertia, the engine model, the atmospheric environment and wind model, Doppler radar model, air 
to air missile model, flight control law model, and so on. The pilots in fighting are simulated by 
independent threads, and the pilots make decisions, solutions and conduct tactical maneuvers, 
independently. The reasoning system in fighting is based on the rules from “ maneuver ”  to 
“maneuver”, viz., according to a series of maneuvers of the other side in current or most recent, derive 
the next maneuver of the other side. For example, “half-loop roll → break pull”, “low Yo-Yo → high 
Yo-Yo and quick hover”.  
For the performance evaluation of air-combat behavior dogfight model, we adopted the Pdh functions 
provided by Microsoft Corporation. Pdh functions are a function set visiting the performance of the 
system, which can obtain many performance parameters of the Operation System, for example, CPU 
utilities, available memory, TCP connection number, and so on. In addition, it can also obtain the CPU 
utility and the occupied memory of certain process.  
There are 10 experiments conducted. In each experiment, there are 60 air-combats of dogfight 
conducted, and there is an obvious dogfight result in each air-combat, viz., either the Red side 
locates in dominant situation, or the Blue side locates in dominant situation, or both of them 
locate in dominant situation. “Total runtime” means the runtime of the 60 air-combats, and by 
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the “Total runtime” divided by the “Times of air-combats”, we can get the “Average runtime” of 
each air-combat. 
Figure 1 shows the trend of “dominant situations” of pilot air-combat dogfight behavior 
assessment.  
 
Fig. 1. Development trend of “dominant situations” of pilot air-combat dogfight 
In Fig. 1, the trends of “Red in dominant situation”, the “Blue in dominant situation” and the “Equal 
situation” are shown. Where, in each experiment, “Times of Red in dominant situation” + “Times of Blue 
in dominant” + “Times of equal situation” = 60. As can be seen from the figure, the three curves become 
more stable, and show a “balance” trend. 
4. Conclusion  
This paper presented a pilot air-combat dogfight behavior assessment method based on “air-combat 
average time” + “air-combat credibility” + “dominant situation”. Experimental results show that this 
method is practical.  
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